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advertisement  in  Employment  News.  Only  Matriculation/SSC/Birth  Certificate  issued  by
concerned education board/Competent Authority will be considered as proof of Date of Birth.

7. Mode of selection.

(a) Shortlisting of Applications.- Where the number of application received is too large in
proportion to the vacancies and it is not convenient or possible for the Dept. to call all the
candidates for the written test, Dept. at their discretion, may restrict the number of candidates
to  a  reasonable  limit,  based  on  the  marks  obtained  in  the  qualifying  examination  i.e
Matriculation.

(b) Scheme of Written Examination.- The question papers of written test (objective type-
Multiple  choice  question)  will  be  as  per  the  standard  of  essential  educational
qualifications(Degree/Matriculation level as per para 4, above) and bilingual in both English &
Hindi (except for General English) covering aspects as below:-

Part Subject Questio
n

Maximum Marks

(i) General Intelligence and Reasoning 25 25
(ii) General English 25 25
(iii) Numerical Aptitude 25 25
(iv) General Awareness 25 25

(c) Syllabus for Examination :

(i) General Intelligence:- It would include questions of both verbal and non-verbal
type. The test will  include questions on analogies, similarities and differences, space
visualization,  problems solving,  analysis,  judgment,  decision making,  visual  memory,
discriminating  observation,  relation  concepts,  verbal  and  figure  classification,
arithmetical number series, non-verbal series etc. The test will  also include question
design to test the candidate abilities to deal with abstract ideas and symbols and their
relationship, arithmetical computation and other analytical functions.

(ii) English Language:- In addition to the testing of candidates understanding of
English language, its vocabulary, grammar, sentence structure, synonymous, antonyms
and its correct usage etc. His/her writing ability would also be tested. 

(iii) Numerical Aptitudes:- This paper will include question on problems relating to
number systems, computations of whole number, decimal and fractions and relationship
between  numbers,  fundamental  arithmetical  operations,  percentages,  ratio  and
proportion, averages interests, profit  and loss, discount, time and distance, ratio and
time, time and work etc.

(iv) General Awareness:-  The test  will  include questions relating to India and its
neighboring  countries  especially  pertaining  to  sports,  history,  culture,  geography,
economics scene, general policy including Indian Constitution and scientific research
etc. These questions will be such that they do not require special study of any discipline.

(d) Date of Examination. The tentative date of examination will  be  17 Oct/ 28 Oct 16.
Exact date, time and venue of examination will be communicated on the Admit card. Indian
Naval website  www.indiannavy.nic.in may also be referred from time to time for any further
instructions.

(e) Scheme for Physical/Swimming Test 


